We have computed accurate potential energy curves of the ground states of the PO(X 2 ⌸), PO ϩ (X 1 ⌺ ϩ ) and PO Ϫ (X 3 ⌺ Ϫ ) species by multireference configuration interaction and coupled-cluster methods and have obtained accurate spectroscopic constants for each species. We have also determined the effect of core on the properties above and have obtained the PO complete basis set limit by the multireference method for the equilibrium energy, bond distance, dissociation energy, harmonic frequency, and dipole moment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The phosporus oxide ͑PO͒ radical and its ions have been investigated extensively by spectroscopic methods, and, in addition to their ground states, many excited states both valence and Rydberg have been discovered. Further related references are given in many of the references cited here. The spectroscopic parameters of these species have been determined by analysis of the electronic, vibrational, and rotational spectra obtained by methods such as emission and absorption spectroscopy, vacuum ultraviolet photoelectron and laser photoelectron spectroscopy, as well as by microwave and far infrared laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy. In the present work we are interested only in some of these parameters pertaining to the ground states of PO and its ions, namely the dissociation energy, the ionization potential, e , e x e , e , r e , B e , ␣ e , and D e . The most accurate of these parameters have been determined by Verma and Singhal, 34 Zittel and Lineberger, 37 Petrmichl et al., 50 and compiled by Huber and Herzberg 40 for works up to 1977-78. Some of these parameters have been slightly modified, while others which are missing from the early works have been later determined by other authors. 31, 39, 42, 43, 45, 46, 49, 51 Table I shows the most recent values of these parameters. A brief history of the experimental work on PO is given by de Brouckère. 65 It is worth noting that PO is believed to exist in dense interstellar clouds although evidence of its presence there is not yet conclusive. 48 In contrast to the experimental work, the theoretical investigation of these species has not been extensive. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] The first calculations on PO and its anion were done as early as 1966 by Boyd ϩ at both the density functional theory ͑DFT͒ and multireference CI ͑MRCI͒ levels with the CADPAC and MOLPRO codes, respectively. In the MRCI calculations the correlation consistent cc-pVQZ basis set was employed. In the same year, a study of many properties of the ground state of PO was carried out by de Brouckère 65 at the MRCI and MRCI plus Davidson correction ͑ϭϩQ͒ levels using the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set and the MELDF-X package. Finally, in 2001 a study of multipole moments and dipole polarizabilities of the ground state of PO ϩ was carried out by Martin and Fehér 66 at the CASSCF level with a ͓9s6 p3d1 f ͔ basis set on P and a ͓8s6 p3d1 f ͔ basis set on O using the GAMESS program.
Although as a total the above-mentioned calculations determined the spectroscopic parameters of interest here ͑vide supra͒ at varying degrees of accuracy, not all of these parameters were given in each one of the papers. Moreover, some of these parameters were estimated with different basis sets than others within the same paper. Also, the molecules were never opened to their asymptotic products with the exception of the CASSCF calculation of Ref. 66 . Regarding the ground state of PO Ϫ , only two parameters and its energy were given. 59 The most recent, accurate ab initio results are compiled in Table II .
It is the aim of this work to generate accurate and complete potential energy curves of the ground states of
, including a complete basis set ͑CBS͒ extrapolation on PO, to estimate the core effects, and to compute consistently and accurately all the above-mentioned spectroscopic parameters of the ground states of these three species.
II. METHODOLOGY
For the PO molecule the correlation consistent basis set of Dunning and co-workers was employed. 67, 68 For both the P and O atoms the aug-cc-pVnZ sequence were used with nϭ2 ͑D͒, 3 ͑T͒, 4 ͑Q͒, 5 and 6 (ϭAnZ). The largest one electron basis, nϭ6, (22s15p6d5 f 4g3h2i/ P 16s11p6d5 f 4g2h2i/ O ) contracted to ͓9s8 p6d5 f 4g3h2i/ P 8s7 p6d5 f 4g3h2i/ O ͔, contains 382 spherical Gaussian functions. The complete active space self-consistent field plus single plus double replacements ͑CASSCFϩ1ϩ2ϭMRCI͒ multireference approach was applied with internally contracted configurations as implemented in the MOLPRO code. 69 This code was used here for all our calculations. The zeroth-order space was defined by distributing 11 ͑PO͒, 10 (PO ϩ ), and 12 (PO Ϫ ) ''valence'' ͑active͒ electrons to eight valence orbital functions ͑one s and three p on P, and one s and three p on O͒. In the MRCI calculations, the uncontracted configuration functions were about 94ϫ10 6 for PO, 70ϫ10 6 for PO ϩ , and 60ϫ10 6 for PO Ϫ , while the internally contracted ones were about 1.4, 1.3, and 1.2ϫ10 6 , respectively. It should be stressed at this point that all CASSCF functions obey symmetry and equivalence restrictions. The importance of these constrains is obvious if, for instance, one examines the energetics of the PO ϩ , and PO Ϫ were extracted by fitting the ab initio MRCI/A6Z points using cubic splines, followed by a Numerov type integration of the onedimensional rovibrational Schrödinger equation employing a grid of about 3000 points.
For reasons of comparison we also performed calculations using the coupled-clusterϩsingleϩdouble excitations approach with a perturbative estimate of the connected triples out of a restricted Hartree-Fock reference wave function, RHF-RCCSD͑T͒. The A6Z basis set was employed here as well, and enough points were obtained to enable us to calculate spectroscopic constants. In all other calculations described in the following, involving either MRCI or RCCSD͑T͒ with core excitations ͓C-MRCI, C-RCCSD͑T͔͒, only computations at a few points at large interatomic distances and around the equilibrium position were done in order to obtain the equilibrium energy, the D e and the r e . Each equilibrium position and energy was obtained by a fourth-order Lagrangian interpolation involving five points around the minimum and by a final calculation. The small number of ab initio points in these cases allowed only the estimate of e , and this was done by the Dunham method. 70 The effect of the core correlation ͓C-MRCI, C-RCCSD͑T͔͒ was estimated in all three species by allowing ''core'' (2s 2 2p 6 ) excitations from the P atom only. Since at the moment there is no basis set of P optimized for core excitations, we had to use the A6Z set as before.
To obtain the complete basis set ͑CBS͒ limits on PO for its equilibrium energy, D e , e , r e , and , we performed a series of MRCI calculations using the AnZ basis sets (n ϭD, T, Q, 5, 6͒. We ran two sets of calculations: One including corrections for the basis set superposition error ͑BSSE͒, and one without them. The resulting two CBS limits gave an estimate of the effect of the BSSE on this limit. A similar series of calculations were done for PO including core excitations ͑C-MRCI͒ but without corrections for BSSE due to the long CPU times required and due to the small effect the BSSE has on these limits ͑vide infra͒. All CBS limits were obtained by applying the mixed Gaussian/ exponential relation:
where P(n) is a generic property, P is its CBS limit, n is the cardinal basis set number, and A, B are freely adjusted parameters. The spin-orbit coupling constant A e was also obtained for the X 2 ⌸ PO state, by calculating the Breit-Pauli matrix element within the MRCI-uncontracted A5Z wave function but with the g and h basis functions removed.
At this point we would like to point out two things: the deterioration of the quality of the C-MRCI wave functions due to size-nonextensivity effects, and the lack of axial symmetry of the RCCSD͑T͒ wave functions even for the ⌺ states when using C 2v symmetry due to mixing of A 1 components of higher angular momentum states.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The PO(X 2 ⌸), PO ϩ (X 1 ⌺ ϩ ), and PO Ϫ ( 3 ⌺ Ϫ ) PECs at the MRCI and RCCSD͑T͒/A6Z level of theory are presented in Fig. 1 . These calculations did not include BSSE corrections since these corrections are very small for the employed 
A6Z basis set ͑vide infra͒. The spectroscopic constants obtained using these PECs as well as some constants from the C-MRCI and C-RCCSD͑T͒ calculations are given in Tables III ͑with CBS limits͒, IV, and V for the PO, PO ϩ , and PO Ϫ species, respectively. To facilitate comparisons, the best experimental values from Table I are also included in these tables. The sequence of MRCI, C-MRCI calculations for PO(X 2 ⌸) with the correlation consistent basis sets of increasing order lead to the estimate of the MRCI CBS limit for the properties r e , D e , e , , and the results are presented in Table VI . The BSSE itself is given in the last column, and one can see that it is very small for the A6Z set. As a matter of fact, it is observed that it follows quite satisfactorily the expression, BSSE(AnZ)ϭBSSE(A2Z)/2 nϪ2 , n ϭ2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Therefore, it becomes practically zero ͑smaller than 0.05 kcal/mol͒ for nϭ8. Also, the CBS values show that the effect of BSSE on the CBS limit is minimal. In the C-MRCI sequence the equilibrium energies and other properties were not changing monotonically, probably because we were using the core (ϳ2s 2 2p 6 ) without a coreoptimized basis set, or because the C-MRCI values have not been corrected for BSSE, and so their CBS limit could not be obtained. An exception to this was the CBS limit of D e .
To verify the validity of the mixed Gaussian/exponential formula used for obtaining the CBS limits for some properties, we estimated P, A, and B for each property by using the first four basis sets (nϭ2, 3, 4, 5͒. Then we plotted the P(n) function and obtained a P(6) value very close to the ab initio one corresponding to the A6Z set for the concerned property.
A. PO"X 2 ⌸…
At the equilibrium, the bonding on the ground state of PO is represented succinctly by the following valence-bondLewis ͑vbL͒ diagrams:
suggesting that the two atoms are held together by two bonds, one and one , and the symmetry defining electron localized on the P atom. and they corroborate the above vbL picture, indicating also a net transfer of about 0.3 e Ϫ from P to O. In contrast to the coupled cluster approach, we observe from Table III the difficulties encountered by the MRCI method in obtaining a very accurate D e value mainly due to the size nonextensivity errors. This is rather clear from the significantly improved D e values at the MRCIϩQ, C-MRCIϩQ levels of theory. Our C-MRCI͑ϩQ͒ and C-RCCSD͑T͒ D e values indicate that the ''true'' dissociation energy of PO(X 2 ⌸) is closer to 143 kcal/mol if one takes into account that the coupled cluster method overestimates slightly the dissociation energy due to its inherent symmetry problem. At the C-RCCSD͑T͒ and MRCI/CBS levels we can claim that the bond distance is in excellent agreement with the experiment, the former underestimating r e by 0.0014 Å and the latter overestimating it by 0.0022 Å. For the harmonic frequency e both MRCI/CBS and RCCSD͑T͒ are in excellent agreement with the experimental value, but this is not so for the C-MRCI and C-RCCSD͑T͒ results. In perfect agreement with the experiment is also the MRCI dipole moment, but the C-MRCI value deviates from the experimental value by Ϫ0.10 D, not unexpected in the light of the previous discussion. Finally, the size nonextensivity errors, particularly in the C-MRCI approach, are clearly projected in the calculation of I.E. and E.A., whereas the coupled cluster method gives excellent results.
B. PO
The experimental ionization energies ͑I.E.͒ of the P and O atoms are 11.0 and 11.614 eV respectively. 71 Assuming that the ground state of the PO ϩ species correlates to the ground states of the atoms, there are two ways of forming a 2 p y 1.36 , clearly pointing to scheme ͑1͒ and the formation of a genuine triple bond, a dative from O to P and two bonds.
From Table IV we can see that at the C-MRCI or C-RCCSD͑T͒ level the bond length is in complete agreement with the experimental value while the C-MRCI D e is slightly overestimated. Interestingly, the RCCSD͑T͒ D e value is the average of the two existing experimental values: ͑192.3 ϩ195.9͒/2ϭ194.10 kcal/mol. At this point we would like to mention that PO ϩ is isovalent to CO (X 1 ⌺ ϩ ) and isoelectronic and isovalent to SiO(X 1 ⌺ ϩ ). The spectroscopic parameters 40 of the latter are in striking agreement with those of PO ϩ , with small variances pertaining to the size difference between the P and Si atoms: r e ϭ1.509 739 Å, D e ϭ192.25 kcal/mol, e ϭ1241.56 cm Ϫ1 , and e x e ϭ5.966 cm Ϫ1 .
C. PO
One could think that PO Ϫ is a closed shell system since it is formed by adding one electron to the doublet ground state of PO. However, the much higher electron affinity of O ͑1.461 eV͒, 72 in comparison to that of P ͑0.75 eV͒, 73 dictates the formation of a different and unique bonding picture in the ground state:
Indeed, this is the case, resulting to a 3 ⌺ Ϫ ground state and a remarkably strong ''formal'' bond (D e ϭ135-136 kcal/mol, see Table V͒ . The above given picture TABLE III. Equilibrium energies, bond distances, dissociation energies, spectroscopic constants, dipole moments, ionization energies ͑I.E͒, and electron affinities ͑E.A.͒ of PO (X 2 ⌸) at the MRCI, RCCSD͑T͒, C-MRCI, and C-RCCSD͑T͒/aug-cc-pV6Z level of theory a ͑experimental values from Figure 1 shows the complete PEC of PO Ϫ (X 3 ⌺ Ϫ ) at the MRCI level, while numerical findings are reported in Table V . We can claim that the ''true'' bond distance is 1.532-1.534 Å as compared to the experimental value of 1.54Ϯ0.01 Å. 37 The values of the remaining calculated properties (D e , e , e x e ) both with the multireference and the coupled cluster methods, follow the pattern already discussed. Note that the PO Ϫ system is isoelectronic and isovalent to PF (X 3 ⌺ Ϫ ), which has D e ϭ105Ϯ6.9 kcal/mol 74 and r e ϭ1.58933 Å. 75 The smaller binding energy of PF by about 30 kcal/mol and its larger interatomic distance by 0.055 Å as compared to those of PO Ϫ , is attributed to the complete localization of the p electrons of the former on the F atom ͑I.E.ϭ17.42 eV͒, 71 resulting to a pure P-F bond, as contrasted to PO Ϫ where a flow of electrons from O Ϫ ͑I.E. ϭ1.461 eV͒ 72 to P introduces partial bonding character.
